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Tom-- Here is my report for the month of January:1.  State Dept. -- They submitted a proposed (i.e., draft) 

Final Compliance Statement.  We have evaluated it and have essentially asked that the State Department 

submit their Final Declarartion of Compliance by March 2, 1998.  We are also currently reviewing some key 

State Department records at NARA to make certain that there is not anything still classified relating to the 

assassination.2.  Bethesda Naval Hospital -- We requested a supplemental affidavit regarding their search.  

They have provided it, and we have written to NNMC that they have completed their obligations under the JFK 

Act.3.  Joint Staff -- We have reviewed their Final Declaration of Compliance and have written to them stating 

that they have completed their obligations under the JFK Act (subject to processing additional documents for 

the JFK Collection).4.  Social Security Administration -- We have reviewed their Final Declaration of Compliance 

and have written to them that they have completed their obligations under the JFK Act (we just have to verify 

that they have physically transferred their assassination records to the Collection).5.  Senate Select Committee 

on Intelligence -- We have received additional Church Committee transcripts, including transcripts for 

McGeorge Bundy, William Colby, Richard Bisselll, and the Case Officer for AM/LASH.  We have to review these 

to determine whether they relate to the assassination and then have them cleared by the relevant agency.  

We also received approximately 10 volumes of materials that disclose (through yellow highlighting) what had 

been redacted among the Church Committee materials.  Our purpose for obtaining these materials is so that 

the Review Board can rule on the redactions.6.  House Intelligence Committee -- We have received their 

permission to inspect the original Pike Committee files.  The purpose for this review is to identify what was 

redacted so that the Review Board can rule on redactions. 7.  IRS -- IRS has appointed someone (Linda Stiff) to 

respond to JFK Act issues regarding the IRS.  we met with IRS and they have promised to review the IRS 

records in the Warren Commission holdings (including the Oswald tax returns) to determine whether they can 

be publicly released.  IRS has also promised to pursue certain other additional issues (Laura and/or Jeremy 

may have additional comment vis a vis IRS).8.  Civil Division -- They have provided for our review 

approximately 15 boxes of FOIA case files relating to litigation of FOIA requests for Kennedy assassination 

records (the agencies involved are CIA, NSA, and FBI). 9.  Library of Congress -- The General Counsel has 

advised us that they will be addressing the JFK Act issues that we had previously raised with them.10.  

Executive Office of the President -- We have received from them copies of administrative records relating to 

the transfer of JFK and LBJ Administration records to the Presidential Libraries. 
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